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CENTRAL ORDNANCE DEPOT AGRA, PIN-908820

REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL (RFP) AGAINST OPEN TENDER ENQUIRY SINGLE BID SYSTEM

Request for Proposal (RFP)15270/EPROC/18/LP/2016-17 to be opened on 29 SEP 2016

S.No Item Part No Nomenclature A/U Qty
As per list of items mentioned in Part II of the RFP

1. The online Bids under Open Tender Enquiry (SINGLE BID SYS) are invited by the COD AGRA for and
on behalf of the President of India for supply of items listed in Part II of this RFP. The tender reference number
is 15270/EPROC/18/LP/2016-17 and can be viewed at www.eprocure.gov.in.

2. The address and contact numbers for sending Bids or seeking clarifications regarding this RFP are
given below :-

(a) Queries to be addressed to : COMDT, COD AGRA
(b) Postal address for sending the Bids : COMDT, COD AGRA
(c) Name/designation of the contact personnel : Lt COL Dinesh Kanojiya, OIC Trade Cell
(d) Telephone numbers of the contact personnel : 0562 2412960
(e) E-mail ids of contact personnel : -
(f) Fax number : 0562-2411128

3. This RFP is divided into five Parts as follows:

(a) Part I. Contains General Information and Instructions for the Bidders about the RFP such as the
time, place of submission and opening of tenders, Validity period of tenders, etc.

(b) Part II. Contains essential details of the items required, such as the Schedule of Requirements
(SOR), Technical Specifications, Delivery Period, Mode of Delivery and Consignee details.

(c) Part III. Contains Standard Conditions of RFP, which will form part of the Contract with the
successful Bidder.

(d) Part IV. Contains Special Conditions applicable to this RFP and which will also form part of the
contract with the successful Bidder.

(e) Part V. Contains Evaluation Criteria and Format for Price Bids.

4. This RFP is being issued with no financial commitment and the Buyer reserves the right to change or vary
any part thereof at any stage. Buyer also reserves the right to amend or withdraw the RFP, should it become
necessary at any stage.

5. EMD is mandatory for total value of above Rs 2 lakhs.

s proof ) will only be entitled to bid.

(Dinesh Kanojiya)
Lt Col
OIC Trade Cell

Dated: Sep 2016 for Commandant

http://www.eprocure.gov.in.
http://www.pdfdesk.com
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PART I – GENERAL INFORMATION

1. Critical Dates. The critical dates with respect to the Tender ref 15270/EPROC/18/LP/2016-17 are as
follows:-

CRITICAL DATE SHEET
Ser No Item Date Time

(a) Published Date 08 Aug 16 1800 Hrs
(b) Bid Document Download 08 Aug 16 1830 Hrs
(c) Clarification Start Date - -

(d) Bid Submission Start 08 Aug 16 1830 Hrs
(e) Clarification End Date - -

(f) Bid Submission End 29 Sep 16 0900 Hrs
(g) Bid Opening start 29 Sep 16 1000 Hrs

2. Manner of Depositing the Bids. The bids will be submitted in the following manner:-

(a) Physical Bids. The original of following documents shall be submitted physically in the sealed
tender box prior to bid submission closing date, , in an envelope duly marked with Tender ID along with a
covering letter under company letter head.

(i) EMD. Instruction as per para 13 (Part-I) of RFP.

(ii) DD of Tender fee. The crossed demand draft/IPO of 100/- (Rupees One Hundred
only) should be payable to Public Fund Account, Comdt COD AGRA. DD should be valid for
minimum 3 months period.

(iii) Firms other than SSI registered for stores and services with DGS&D/NSIC, are also
exempted for submitting EMD.

(iv) Performance Certificate : Firms who have made supplies of the item in the past should
submit their performance statement indicating details of stores name of the ordering Deptt
quantity ordered, D/P (original) and Qty and dates of supplies made and should enclose
copies of inspection notes in support of the supplies made. Firms not submitting their
performance statement would be treated as untried.

(b) E-Bid Cover–I Cover-I will contain the technical bids consisting of following in a single PDF file:-

(i) Scanned copy of Proof of Valid Registration/ renewal of registration. In case the firm is
unregistered with DGQA for the tendered item firm should have applied for narrative
assessment/capacity verification before opening of technical bids and copy of the same be
attached. 45 days of time will be given for completion of narrative assessment/capacity verification
of firms after opening of technical bids. (Scanned and uploaded).

(ii) PAN No, CST/VAT/TIN registration. (Scanned & uploaded).

(iii) Bank certificate of credit worthiness. (Scanned & uploaded).
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(iv) Certificate of acceptance of terms & conditions of RFP on firm letter head. (Scanned &
uploaded).

(v) Scanned copy of EMD documents, if applicable or the exemption certificate as applicable.
(Scanned & uploaded).

(vi) Scanned copy of Tender fee instrument/exemption proof as applicable.

(vii) Clause by clause compliance of specifications certificates mentioned in Para XIV Part IV
of the RFP. (Scanned & uploaded).

(c) E-Bid Cover –II. Commercial bid packet will be submitted as Cover II and will consist of
following and will be submitted online:-

(i) Commercial bid in the form of ‘BOQ’ (Bill of Quantities).

(ii) Scanned copy of “Additional Charges/Discounts” containing details of items with
financial implications on the bid.

3. Time and date for opening of Bids 29 Sep 2016 at 1000 Hrs

(If due to any exigency, the due date for opening of the Bids is declared a closed holiday, the Bids will be opened
on the next working day at the same time or on any other day/time, as intimated by the Buyer).

4. Location of the Tender Box. Tender Box marked is placed at Main Gate, COD AGRA. Following
guidelines may be followed while submitting the documents:-

(a) No commercial repeat no commercial bid will be dropped in the Tender Box.

(b) The physical receipt of specified documents shall be mandatory prior to bid opening.

(c) The non receipt of the physical doc shall render non acceptance of the bid.

(d) Only those documents specified in the tender documents and are found in the tender box
will be opened.

(e) No post-bid clarification on the initiative of the bidder will be entertained.

5. Opening of the Bids. The physical verification of tender documents will be done at Conf Hall of
COD AGRA. The Bidders may depute their representatives, duly authorized in writing, to attend the opening of
Bids on the due date and time. This event will not be postponed due to non-presence of your representative.
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6. Forwarding of bid

(a) The documents specified in Para 2(a) to be deposited physically will be dropped in the sealed
tender box. The physical receipt of these documents is mandatory. The bids shall not be accepted if
these documents are not received prior to bid opening.

(b) The COMMERCIAL bid will be submitted “Online Only”

(c) The COMMERCIAL BID should be submitted by the bidder duly digitally signed by the legal
owner of the firm or the person auth by him to do so. Instructions for Online Bid Submission
Instructions to the Bidders to submit the bids online through the Central Public Procurement Portal for e-
Procurement at https://eprocure.gov.in/eprocure/app are att as Appx D.

7. Clarification regarding contents of the RFP. A prospective bidder who requires clarification
regarding the contents of the bidding documents shall notify to the Buyer in writing about the clarifications
sought not later than the clarification end date as mentioned. Copies of the query and clarification by the purchaser
will be uploaded as corrigendum for all prospective bidders who have received the bidding documents.

8. Modification and withdrawal of Bids.

(a) The Bidder may modify (resubmit) his bid after submission, as per the provisions available in the
portal. No bid shall be modified after the deadline for submission of bids.

(b) If bidder desires to withdraw before bid submission closing date/time, he may do so online in the
portal and offline EMD would be refunded but not cost of the tender. Once with-drawn online, he
cannot participate again in this tender.

(c) No bid may be withdrawn in the interval between the deadline for submission of bids
and expiry of the period of the specified bid validity. Withdrawal of a bid during this period will
result in forfeiture of Bidder’s Bid Security/EMD.

9. Clarification regarding contents of the Bids. The detailed instructions for bidders are att as Appx ‘D’.
During evaluation and comparison of bids, the Buyer may, at its discretion, ask the bidder for clarification of his
bid. The request for clarification will be given in writing and no change in prices or substance of the bid will
be sought, offered or permitted.

10. Rejection of Bids. Canvassing by the Bidder in any form, unsolicited letter and post-tender
correction may invoke summary rejection with forfeiture of EMD. Conditional Bids will not be accepted

11. Unwillingness to Quote. Bidders unwilling to quote should ensure that intimation to this effect
reaches before the due date and time of opening of the Bid, failing which the defaulting Bidder may be delisted for
the given range of items as mentioned in this RFP.

12. Validity of Bids. The Bids should remain valid for 120 days from the date of opening of tenders from
the last date of submission of the Bids.
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13. EMD. Bidders are required to submit Earnest Money (EMD) @ 2% of total amount alongwith their bids.
The EMD may be submitted in the form of fixed depot receipt or bank guarantee from any public sector
banks or private sector bank authorized to conduct government business (viz ICICI Bank Ltd/AXIS Bank
Ltd/HDFC Bank Ltd only) as per form. DPM 13 (Available in MoD website and can be provided on request).
EMD is to remain valid for a period of 45 days beyond the final bid validity period. EMD of the unsuccessful bidders
will be returned to them at the earliest after expiry of the final bid validity and latest on or before the 30th day after
the award of the contract. The Bid Security of the successful bidder would be returned, without any interest
whatsoever, after the receipt of Performance Security from them as called for in the contract. EMD is not required
to be submitted by those Bidders who are registered with the Central Purchase Organization (e.g. DGS&D),
National Small Industries Corporation (NSIC) or any Department of MoD or MoD itself for the same item/range of
products, goods or services for which tender have been issued. Firms registered with unit/establishment of Air
Force Navy, Army or DRDO less which do not qualify to be part of central purchase organisation will not be
exempted from the EMD. The bidder is required to attach the copy of proof for exemption of EMD with their offer.
The EMD will be forfeited if the bidder withdraws or amends, impairs or derogates from the tender in any respect
within the validity period of their tender

14 Manner for obtaining the Tender Set. The tender documents are available for download at
www.eprocure.gov.in.

15. Performance. Firms who have made supplies of the item in the past should submit their performance
statement indicating details of stores name of the ordering Deptt quantity ordered, D/P (original) and Qty and dates
of supplies made and should enclose copies of inspection notes in support of the supplies made. Firms not
submitting their performance statement would be treated as untried.

(Dinesh Kanojiya)
Lt Col
OIC Trade Cell

Dated: Sep 2016 for Commandant

http://www.eprocure.gov.in.
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PART-II

1. Schedule of Requirements – List of items required is as follows:

Name/Type of item/description of stores Qty required:-

S
No

LP TE NO Item/Part No & Nomenclature A/U QTY MAIN EQPT

1 LP/TE-301 X3 /IXC-RH-YDA-13224 /JOINT DRIVE END
PLATE TO CRANK CASE

NOS 12 GEN SET 30 KVA
(GREAVES/RUSTON)

2 LP/TE-302 X3 /IXC-RH-YD-12128 /STUB SHAFT NOS 2 GEN SET 30 KVA
(GREAVES/RUSTON)

3 LP/TE-303 X3 /IXC-RH-YB-14118 /WASHER TAP
SPL(LOCK WASHER)

NOS 64 GEN SET 30 KVA
(GREAVES/RUSTON)

4 LP/TE-304 X3 /3120-002365 /BEARING SLEEVE (LARGE
AND STD IN PAIRS)

NOS 48 GEN SET 30 KVA
(GREAVES/RUSTON)

5 LP/TE-305 X3 /IXC-RH-30533-146 /BEARING LARGE END
0.040 U/S

NOS 48 GEN SET 30 KVA
(GREAVES/RUSTON)

6 LP/TE-306 X3 /IXC-RH-4YDA-17011 /CRAN K SHAFT NOS 1 GEN SET 30 KVA
(GREAVES/RUSTON)

7 LP/TE-307 X3 /5315-049125 /KEY FLY WHEEL NOS 10 GEN SET 30 KVA
(GREAVES/RUSTON)

8 LP/TE-308 X3 /2815-003673 /BEARING MAIN WIDE
STANDARD IN PAIRS

NOS 36 GEN SET 30 KVA
(GREAVES/RUSTON)

9 LP/TE-309 X3 /IXC-RH-30533-126/BEARING MAIN WIDE
0.040" U/S

NOS 36 GEN SET 30 KVA
(GREAVES/RUSTON)

10 LP/TE-310 X3 /2815-003941 /SCREW ADJUSTING
TAPPET (15G NO 34)

NOS 12 GEN SET 30 KVA
(GREAVES/RUSTON)

11 LP/TE-311 X3 /IXC-MI-1413-100-030/PIN ROLLER NOS 10 GEN SET 30 KVA
(GREAVES/RUSTON)

12 LP/TE-312 X3 /IXC-MI-1-410-202-006 /ROLLER NOS 8 GEN SET 30 KVA
(GREAVES/RUSTON)

13 LP/TE-313 X3 /IXC-MI-1411015-053-HB /GASKET FOR
COVER INSPECTION

NOS 5 GEN SET 30 KVA
(GREAVES/RUSTON)

14 LP/TE-314 X3 /IXC-MI-9441-037-201 /PUMP HAND
PRIMING COMPLET WITH PARTS .

NOS 5 GEN SET 30 KVA
(GREAVES/RUSTON)

15 LP/TE-315 X3 /XC-RH-B-63333 /ELEMENT CARTIRIDGE-
LUB OIL FILTER

NOS 6 GEN SET 30 KVA
(GREAVES/RUSTON)

16 LP/TE-316 X3 /IXC-LUC-9030-644A /BRUSH ARMATURE
(SET OF 4)

NOS 24 GEN SET 30 KVA
(GREAVES/RUSTON)

17 LP/TE-317 X3 /IXC-SKF-6206-Z/BEARING BALL NOS 24 GEN SET 30 KVA
(GREAVES/RUSTON)

18 LP/TE-318 X3 /IXC-RH-012244 /SCREW FOR BENZO, SPL
1/2"BSP SIZE

NOS 8 GEN SET 30 KVA
(GREAVES/RUSTON)

19 LP/TE-319 X3 /IXC-RH-501971/SCREW BANJO NOS 14 GEN SET 30 KVA
(GREAVES/RUSTON)

20 LP/TE-320 X3 /IXC-RH-0090012361 /WASHER CYLINDER NOS 48 GEN SET 30 KVA
(GREAVES/RUSTON)

21 LP/TE-321 X3 /IXC-RH-YDA-22099 /WASHER FOR PUMP
FUEL FEED

NOS 84 GEN SET 30 KVA
(GREAVES/RUSTON)

22 LP/TE-322 X3 /IXC-RH-YDA-10243B /STUD LOCATING NOS 14 GEN SET 30 KVA
(GREAVES/RUSTON)

23 LP/TE-323 X3 /IXC-MI-1427-432-010 /BREATHER AIR NOS 5 GEN SET 30 KVA
(GREAVES/RUSTON)

24 LP/TE-324 X3 /IXC-RH-021210 /CLIP HOSE NOS 24 GEN SET 30 KVA
(GREAVES/RUSTON)

25 LP/TE-325 X3 /5340-173512/CAP END INLET MANIFOLD NOS 12 GEN SET 30 KVA
(GREAVES/RUSTON)

26 LP/TE-326 X3 /NIV-JOINT /JOINT BEND EXHAUST
SILENCER

NOS 60 GEN SET 30 KVA
(GREAVES/RUSTON)

27 LP/TE-327 X2/5945-000437/CONTACTOR AIR BREAK SIZE
4, 63A,500V AC 30KW, AUX CONTRACT S NO-2
TYPE K-015-111-4.

NOS 1 GEN SET 30 KVA
(GREAVES/RUSTON)

28 LP/TE-328 X2/5920-001426 /FUSE LINK ELECTRICAL
CARTRIDGE 440V, 6A

NOS 92 GEN SET 30 KVA
(GREAVES/RUSTON
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& ELMOT)

29 LP/TE-329 X2/5920-001427 /FUSE LINK ELECTRICAL
CARTRIDGE 440V , 4A 58MM LO

NOS 92 GEN SET 30 KVA
(GREAVES/RUSTON
& ELMOT)

30 LP/TE-330 X2/NK-DUST-BOOT/DUST BOOT FOR
STARTER

NOS 24 GEN SET 30 KVA
(GREAVES/RUSTON)

31 LP/TE-331 X2/5935-000331 /HAND LAMP 5A 230V AC 82 X
10 MM

NOS 12 GEN SET 30 KVA
(GREAVES/RUSTON)

32 LP/TE-332 X2/5930-003249 /REST 36X10MM NOS 12 GEN SET 30 KVA
(GREAVES/RUSTON)

33 LP/TE-333 X5/6240-001080 /LAMP FILAMENT 24V
0.06AMPS MES CLEAR

NOS 288 GEN SET 30 KVA
(GREAVES/RUSTON)

34 LP/TE-334 X5/6240-000708/BULB FILAMENT 230V,BC
CLEAR PYGMYP PHILIPS

NOS 12 GEN SET 30 KVA
(GREAVES/RUSTON)

35 LP/TE-335 X5/6240-000318 /LAMP FILAMENT
24V,6W,SCC,CLEAR

NOS 12 GEN SET 30 KVA
(GREAVES/RUSTON)

36 LP/TE-336 X5/6210-000668/LIGHT INDICATOR MES 230 V
46 MM LG X 20MMDIA

NOS 22 GEN SET 30 KVA
(GREAVES/RUSTON)

37 LP/TE-337 X3 /IXC-KR-34-011-06-0(X3) /BUSH RUBBER
(TOP)

NOS 18 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

38 LP/TE-338 X2/5977-000602 /HOLDER BRUSH ASSY NOS 2 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

39 LP/TE-339 X2/5930-002211 /SWITCH TOGGLE TYPE KT
2062/BY

NOS 1 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

40 LP/TE-340 X2/5930-002366 /SWITCH POWER OPERATED
100A 500 VAC TYPE SK950T8

NOS 1 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

41 LP/TE-341 X2/5920-001819 /FUSE HOLDER SLIDE
BAKELITE AC/DC 120V

NOS 6 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

42 LP/TE-342 X2/6210-000265(X2)/LAMP INDICATOR MES
24V 53MM O/A WITH RED LINES

NOS 16 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

43 LP/TE-343 X2/6210-000266 /LIGHT INDICATOR MES 24V,
53 MM O/A LENGTH

NOS 12 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

44 LP/TE-344 X2/IXB-4851 /NAME PLATE AC AMPS ATT AND
PAINTED SIZE 365

NOS 2 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

45 LP/TE-345 X2/5330-010895 /GASKET RUBBER
NEOPRENE 110MM OD 90MM SQ ID 10MM
THICK FOR 96MM SQ

NOS 10 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

46 LP/TE-346 X2/6110-000182/SWITCH BOARD MTG PAD NOS 8 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

47 LP/TE-347 X2/5935-000578/GROMMET RUBBER TYPE G4,
22.225X3.17.46

NOS 6 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

48 LP/TE-348 X2/5977-000601 /BRUSH ELECTRICAL
CONTACT CARBON GRADE M 16E 13

NOS 16 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

49 LP/TE-349 X2/NIV-SOCKET-4-PIN-OS-NO-386/SOCKET 4
PIN COVER

NOS 4 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

50 LP/TE-350 X2/5330-010859 /METER RUBBER GASKET 3A
ELMOT

NOS 10 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

51 LP/TE-351 X3 /IXC-KR-37-001-80-0 /BEARING MAIN SET
STD (IN PAIR)

NOS 1 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

52 LP/TE-352 X3 /IXC-KR-37-001-60-0 /BEARING MAIN SET
0.50MM (020") U/S

NOS 7 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

53 LP/TE-353 X3 /IXC-KR-37-001-50-0 /BEARING SET
MAIN,0.75MM (0.030") U/S SET CONSISTING
OF 14 COPLES

NOS 3 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

54 LP/TE-354 X3 /IXC-KR-34-001-21-0 /RING THURST NOS 2 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

55 LP/TE-355 X3 /IXC-KR-50501-20-000 /CIRCLIP 1.2MM THK
SHAFT DIA 20MM

NOS 24 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

56 LP/TE-356 X3 /IXC-KR-34-013-10-0 /HEAD CYLINDER
BARE

NOS 4 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

57 LP/TE-357 X3 /IXC-KR-34-013-09-0 /VALUE INLET NOS 1 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

58 LP/TE-358 X3 /IXC-KR-34-013-11-0 /VALUE EXHAUST NOS 1 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

59 LP/TE-359 X3 /IXC-MI-0433-200-216-HB /NOZZLE (MICO) NOS 12 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

60 LP/TE-360 X3 /IXC-MI-9430-031-217 /HOLDER NOZZLE
(MICO)

NOS 2 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)
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61 LP/TE-361 X3 /IXC-KR-37-063-01-0 /HOOK FOR LIGHTING NOS 3 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

62 LP/TE-362 X3 /IXC-KR-40-056-01-0 /LEVER
DECOMPASSOR

NOS 2 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

63 LP/TE-363 X3 /IXC-KR-34-088-03-0 /PUSH PIN
DECOMPRESSOR M64

NOS 4 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

64 LP/TE-364 X3 /5310-014745 /WASHER FLAT 15 ODX
8.41D 1.6 THICK STEEL

NOS 24 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

65 LP/TE-365 X3 /IXC-KR-37-160-80-0 /BEARING SET, STD NOS 1 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

66 LP/TE-366 X3 /IXC-KR-37-160-70-0 /BEARING SET
0.25MM(010") U/S (IN 12 PIECES)

NOS 2 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

67 LP/TE-367 X3 /IXC-KR-37-160-60-0 /BEARING SET 0.50MM
U/S CONSISTING OF 12 PIECES

NOS 6 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

68 LP/TE-368 X3 /IXC-KR-34-059-04-0 /WASHER LOCK NOS 2 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

69 LP/TE-369 X3 /IXC-KR-34-004-05-0 /WASHER FOR BOLT
BALANCE WEIGHT TAIL PLANE 270 ODX 171
ID 1.5 THK STEEL

NOS 24 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

70 LP/TE-370 X3 /IXC-KR-50530-21 /WASHER COPPER
ASBESTES 24 IDX 32 ODX2.5 THK

NOS 2 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

71 LP/TE-371 X3 /IXC-KR-34-012-01-0 /HOUSING OIL SEAL NOS 2 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

72 LP/TE-372 X3 /IXC-MI-1418-425-005HB /ELEMENT WITH
PLUNGER PUMP 7MM DIA PLUNGER DIA
HELIX RIGHT HANDED 15MM PITCH .

NOS 12 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

73 LP/TE-373 X3 /2815-003689 /TAPPET ENGINE POPPET
VALVE (ROLLAR)

NOS 1 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

74 LP/TE-374 X3 /IXC-MI-1457-434-002HB /PRELIMINARY
FILTER COMPLETE

NOS 2 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

75 LP/TE-375 X3 /IXC-KR-37-011-90-0/HIGH PRESSORE PIPE
SET

NOS 1 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

76 LP/TE-376 X3 /IXC-KR-34-032-020-0 /ELEMENT MICO
PREFILTER FUEL

NOS 2 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

77 LP/TE-377 X3 /IXC-KR-50510-08 /WASHER TAPE FOR M8
BOLT 2 ID 8, OD16

NOS 3 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

78 LP/TE-378 X3 /2910-002465 /ELEMENET MICRO FILTER
(MICO) 0.5 LTR PAPER

NOS 2 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

79 LP/TE-379 X3 /IXC-KR-34-035-01-0 /FED PUMP TO
FILTER & FILTER TO FIP

NOS 6 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

80 LP/TE-380 X3 /IXC-M1-1903385009 /FUEL CONNECTION
ASSY

NOS 2 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

81 LP/TE-381 X3 /IXC-MI-2916-710-609 /SEALING RING NOS 13 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

82 LP/TE-382 X3 /5330-009534 /SEALING RING (FUEL
FILTER0

NOS 4 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

83 LP/TE-383 X3 /IXC-MI-1450-109-042-HB /RING SEALING NOS 4 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

84 LP/TE-384 X3 /IXC-KR-34-039-04-0 /JOINT FOR INLET
MAINFOLD 3MM THICK LENGTH 120 WITH 86
NITRLE RUBBER

NOS 2 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

85 LP/TE-385 X3 /IXC-KR-37-006-10-0/LUBRICATING OIL
PUMP ASST

NOS 1 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

86 LP/TE-386 X3 /IXC-KR-34-020-03-0 /RING SEALING FOR
DELEVERY BODY

NOS 2 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

87 LP/TE-387 X3 /IXC-KR-34-021-10-0/DISC FILTER NOS 30 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

88 LP/TE-388 X3 /IXC-KR-34-024-10-0 /PIPE INLET FOR OIL
COOLER

NOS 1 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

89 LP/TE-389 X3 /IXC-KR-37-020-10-0 /JOINT SET NOS 2 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

90 LP/TE-390 X3 /IXC-MI-2-916-710-609-WASHER/WASHER
SPECIAL

NOS 12 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

91 LP/TE-391 X3 /IXC-MI-2440-200-000 /ROLLER NOS 1 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

92 LP/TE-392 X3 /IXC-MI-9441-037-200 HB /PUMP HAND
PRIMING

NOS 1 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)
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93 LP/TE-393 X3 /IXC-MI-1420-206-001HB /RING SEALING NOS 2 GEN SET 30 KVA

(ELMOT)
94 LP/TE-394 X3 /IXC-ETEL-DV-844 /STAINER FOR FUEL

OUTLET
NOS 1 GEN SET 30 KVA

(ELMOT)
95 LP/TE-395 X3 /IXC-ET-EL-DV-643D /COUPLING FLANGE NOS 2 GEN SET 30 KVA

(ELMOT)
96 LP/TE-396 X3 /IXC-YAN-2200-01-84 /TANK UNIT FOR

FUEL LEVEL
NOS 2 GEN SET 30 KVA

(ELMOT)
97 LP/TE-397 X3 /IXC-LUC-9030-209 /ARMATURE NOS 1 GEN SET 30 KVA

(ELMOT)
98 LP/TE-398 X2/IXC-41C-9030-859A/PINION STARTER NOS 1 GEN SET 30 KVA

(ELMOT)
99 LP/TE-399 X5/6240-004370 /LAMP FILAMENT NEON 220V NOS 12 GEN SET 30 KVA

(ELMOT)
100 LP/TE-400 X5/6240-001941/LAMP FILAMENT 24 V, 21W

SDC
NOS 4 GEN SET 30 KVA

(ELMOT)
101 LP/TE-401 X2/IXB-2973 /SWITCH ROTARY 3POLE 4

POSITION 16A /440V
NOS 1 GEN SET 30 KVA

(ELMOT)
102 LP/TE-402 X3 /IXC-KR-34-021-17-0/SET OF COPPER

JOINT RDA4
NOS 2 GEN SET 30 KVA

(ELMOT)
103 LP/TE-403 Y3 /IYC-1194 /TERMINAL BOARD

BACKELITE(4X30) 7X27-7 TB-10
NOS 3 GEN SET 30 KVA

(ELMOT)
104 LP/TE-404 Z1/6130-000427 /RECTIFIER METALIC 3 PHASE

FULL WAVE BRIDGE INPUT 192 VAC OUT PUT
232 VDC,12A 28MM X 112MM X 100MM 01A
DIM

NOS 6 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

105 LP/TE-405 Z4/6625-001489(Z4) /METER ELECTRICAL
FREQUENCY REED TYPE 47.53 HZ 96 MM
SQARE FLUSH MOUNTING .

NOS 2 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

106 LP/TE-406 Z4/6625-001556 /AMPEREMETER AC MOVING
IRON 0-100A, 90MM SQ. NOMINAL, FLUSH
WITH 'U' MOUNTING BRACKET

NOS 5 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

107 LP/TE-407 X3 /XC-RH-029769/BUSH FOR IDLER GEAR
(FUEL PUMP)

NOS 1 GEN SET 30 KVA
(GREAVES/RUSTON)

108 LP/TE-408 X2/5930-000484/CANOPY LIGHT 73X10MM NOS 12 GEN SET 30 KVA
(GREAVES/RUSTON)

109 LP/TE-409 X2/NIV-PANEL /PANEL LAMP 30X53MM NOS 12 GEN SET 30 KVA
(GREAVES/RUSTON)

110 LP/TE-410 X2/6150-000291 /CABLE ASSY POWER
ELECTRICAL

NOS 1 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

111 LP/TE-411 X2/6150-000292 /CABLE ASSY POWER
ELECTRICAL

NOS 1 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

112 LP/TE-412 X2/9905-000622/PLATE INDENTIFICATION AND
LAMP (180MMX20MM)

NOS 2 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

113 LP/TE-413 X2/9905-000617 /PLATE IDENTIFICATION GEN
AC 30KVA 230V, 0.8O

NOS 2 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

114 LP/TE-414 X3 /IXC-KR-50508-08-000 /WASHER COPPER
DIM 7603 NOMINAL SIZE M10X1.25 SHANK
LENGTH 21MM, HEAD WITH 5MM A/F 17MM

NOS 24 GEN SET 30 KVA
(ELMOT)

2. Technical Details:

(a) Specifications/drawings, as applicable : Drawings not available. Sample may be checked from
sample room COD Agra.

(b) Technical details with technical parameters: Technical Specification can be obtained from concerned
CQA. (Information available on www.dgqadefence.gov.in)

(c) Requirement of pre-Inspection Report/ : Pre Inspection report
Inspection Equipment

(d) Any other details, as considered necessary : –

3. The following aspects, Inter-alia be noted for Inspection and Supply of stores:-
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(a) Supply to be completed within 3 months from the date of SO/BPC if advance sample is
stipulated.

(b) Please note that Contract can be cancelled unilaterally by the Buyer in case items are not
received within the contracted delivery period. Extension of contracted delivery period will be at the sole
discretion of the Buyer, with applicability of LD & denial clause.

4. Delivery Period. THREE months from the date of placement of S/O if advance/pilot sample is
not stipulated. The bidders may also indicate the time required for commencement of supplies and the
monthly rate of supply. Please note that Contract can be cancelled unilaterally by the Buyer in case items are
not received within the contracted delivery period. Extension of contracted delivery period will be at the sole
discretion of the Buyer, with applicability of LD and denial clause.

5. Advance/Pilot sample clause. This clause is applicable only for the firms who have not supplied the
item in three years prior to the date of opening of bids.

(a) Advance/Pilot samples are required to be submitted to Inspecting Authority within 15 days
from the date of issuance of letter.

(b) Clearance of Advance / Pilot sample: The contractor is required to submit Advance / Pilot
sample of acceptable quality to the INSPECTION AUTHORITY as mentioned before undertaking bulk
manufacture and supply. In case Advance/Pilot samples are not submitted by the contractor by the
due date or in the opinion of the Inspection Authority is unacceptable, the contract is liable to be
cancelled at the risk and cost of the contractor. (Not applicable in case of Local inspection).

(c) If any additional test is required to verify the quality of stores, the same has to be arranged
by supplier free of cost.

6. Terms of Delivery. Free delivery at consignee’s place.

7. Consignees Details. The Commandant, COD AGRA, C/O 56 APO.

(Dinesh Kanojiya)
Lt Col
OIC Trade Cell

Dated: Sep 2016 for Commandant
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Part III – Standard Conditions of RFP

The Bidder is required to give confirmation of their acceptance of the Standard Conditions of the
Request for Proposal mentioned below which will automatically be considered as part of the Contract
concluded with the successful Bidder (i.e. Seller in the Contract) as selected by the Buyer. Failure to do
so may result in rejection of the Bid submitted by the Bidder.

1. Law. The Contract shall be considered and made in accordance with the laws of the Republic of India.
The contract shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the Republic of India.

2. Effective Date of the Contract. The contract shall come into effect on the date of signatures of both the
parties on the contract (Effective Date) and shall remain valid until the completion of the obligations of the parties
under the contract. The deliveries and supplies and performance of the services shall commence from the
effective date of the contract.

3. Arbitration. All disputes or differences arising out of or in connection with the Contract shall be
settled by bilateral discussions. Any dispute, disagreement or question arising out of or relating to the Contract
or relating to construction or performance, which cannot be settled amicably, may be resolved through
arbitration. The standard clause of arbitration is as per Forms DPM-7 (Available in MoD website and can be
provided on request). Arbitrator will be appointed by DGOS / ADG OS (TS).

4. Penalty for use of Undue influence. The Seller undertakes that he has not given, offered or
promised to give, directly or indirectly, any gift, consideration, reward, commission, fees, brokerage or
inducement to any person in service of the Buyer or otherwise in procuring the Contracts or forbearing to
do or for having done or forborne to do any act in relation to the obtaining or execution of the present Contract or
any other Contract with the Government of India for showing or forbearing to show favour or disfavour to any
person in relation to the present Contract or any other Contract with the Government of India. Any breach of the
aforesaid undertaking by the Seller or any one employed by him or acting on his behalf (whether with or
without the knowledge of the Seller) or the commission of any offers by the Seller or anyone employed by him or
acting on his behalf, as defined in Chapter IX of the Indian Penal Code, 1860 or the Prevention of Corruption Act,
1986 or any other Act enacted for the prevention of corruption shall entitle the Buyer to cancel the contract and
all or any other contracts with the Seller and recover from the Seller the amount of any loss arising from such
cancellation. A decision of the Buyer or his nominee to the effect that a breach of the undertaking had been
committed shall be final and binding on the Seller. Giving or offering of any gift, bribe or inducement or any
attempt at any such act on behalf of the Seller towards any officer/employee of the Buyer or to any other person
in a position to influence any officer/employee of the Buyer for showing any favour in relation to this or any other
contract, shall render the Seller to such liability/ penalty as the Buyer may deem proper, including but not
limited to termination of the contract, imposition of penal damages, forfeiture of the Bank Guarantee and refund
of the amounts paid by the Buyer.

5. Agents/Agency Commission. The Seller confirms and declares to the Buyer that the Seller is the
original manufacturer of the stores/provider of the services referred to in this Contract and has not engaged any
individual or firm, whether Indian or foreign whatsoever, to intercede, facilitate or in any way to recommend to
the Government of India or any of its functionaries, whether officially or unofficially, to the award of the contract
to the Seller; nor has any amount been paid, promised or intended to be paid to any such individual or firm in
respect of any such intercession, facilitation or recommendation. The Seller agrees that if it is established at
any time to the satisfaction of the Buyer that the present declaration is in any way incorrect or if at a later
stage it is discovered by the Buyer that the Seller has engaged any such individual/firm, and paid or intended to
pay any amount, gift, reward, fees, commission or consideration to such person, party, firm or institution, whether
before or after the signing of this contract, the Seller will be liable to refund that amount to the Buyer. The Seller
will also be debarred from entering into any supply Contract with the Government of India for a minimum period
of five years.
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The Buyer will also have a right to consider cancellation of the Contract either wholly or in part, without any
entitlement or compensation to the Seller who shall in such an event be liable to refund all payments made by
the Buyer in terms of the Contract along with interest at the rate of 2% per annum above LIBOR rate. The Buyer
will also have the right to recover any such amount from any contracts concluded earlier with the Government of
India.

6. Access to Books of Accounts. In case it is found to the satisfaction of the Buyer that the Seller has
engaged an Agent or paid commission or influenced any person to obtain the contract as described in clauses
relating to Agents/Agency Commission and penalty for use of undue influence, the Seller, on a specific request
of the Buyer, shall provide necessary information / inspection of the relevant financial documents/information.

7. Non-disclosure of Contract documents. Except with the written consent of the Buyer/ Seller, other
party shall not disclose the contract or any provision, specification, plan, design, pattern, sample or information
thereof to any third party.

8. Liquidated Damages. In the event of the Seller's failure to submit the Bonds, Guarantees and
Documents, supply the stores/goods and conduct trials, installation of equipment, training, etc as specified in this
contract, the Buyer may, at his discretion, withhold any payment until the completion of the contract. The BUYER
may also deduct from the SELLER as agreed, liquidated damages to the sum of 0.5% of the contract price of the
delayed/undelivered stores mentioned above for every week of delay or part of a week, subject to the maximum
value of the Liquidated Damages being not higher than 10% of the value of delayed stores.

9. Termination of Contract. The Buyer shall have the right to terminate this Contract in part or in full in any
of the following cases:-

(a) The delivery of the material is delayed for causes not attributable to Force Majeure for more than
06 months after the scheduled date of delivery.

(b) The Seller is declared bankrupt or becomes insolvent.

(c) The delivery of material is delayed due to causes of Force Majeure by more than 06 months
provided Force Majeure clause is included in contract.

(d) The Buyer has noticed that the Seller has utilized the services of any Indian/Foreign agent in
getting this contract and paid any commission to such individual/company etc.

(e) As per decision of the Arbitration Tribunal.

10. Notices. Any notice required or permitted by the contract shall be written in the English language and
may be delivered personally or may be sent by FAX or registered pre-paid mail/airmail, addressed to the last
known address of the party to whom it is sent.

11. Transfer and Sub-letting. The Seller has no right to give, bargain, sell, assign or sublet or otherwise
dispose of the Contract or any part thereof, as well as to give or to let a third party take benefit or advantage of
the present Contract or any part thereof.

12. Patents and other Industrial Property Rights. The prices stated in the present Contract
shall be deemed to include all amounts payable for the use of patents, copyrights registered charges,
trademarks and payments for any other industrial property rights. The Seller shall indemnify the Buyer against
all claims from a third party at any time on account of the infringement of any or all the rights mentioned in the
previous paragraphs, whether such claims arise in respect of manufacture or use. The Seller shall be
responsible for the completion of the supplies including spares, tools, technical literature and training
aggregates irrespective of the fact of infringement of the supplies, irrespective of the fact of infringement of any
or all the rights mentioned above.
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13 Amendments. No provision of present Contract shall be changed or modified in any way (including
this provision) either in whole or in part except by an instrument in writing made after the date of this Contract
and signed on behalf of both the parties and which expressly states to amend the present Contract.

14. Taxes and Duties

(a) In respect of Foreign Bidders : Not Applicable.

(b) In respect of Indigenous bidders

(i) General

(aa) Bidders must indicate separately the relevant taxes/duties likely to be paid in
connection with delivery of completed goods specified in RFP. In absence of this, the
total cost quoted by them in their bids will be taken into account in the ranking of bids.

(ab) If a bidder is exempted from payment of any duty/tax upto any value of suppliers
from them, he should clearly state that no such duty/tax will be charged by them up to
limit of exemption which they may have. If any concession is available in regard to
rate/quantum of any duty/tax, it should be brought out clearly. In such cases, relevant
certificate will be issued by the buyer later to enable the seller to obtain exemptions from
taxation authorities.

(ac) Any changes in levies, taxes and duties levied by Central/State/Local
governments such as excise duty, VAT, Service Tax, Octroi/entry tax, etc on final
product upward as a result of any statutory variation taking place within contract period
shall be allowed reimbursement by the Buyer to the extent of actual quantum of such
duty/tax paid by the seller. Similarly, in case of downward revision in any such duty/tax,
the actual quantum of reduction of such duty/tax shall be reimbursed to the Buyer by the
Seller. All such adjustments shall include all reliefs, exemptions, rebates, concession
etc, if any, obtained by the Seller Section 64-A of sales of goods act will be relevant in
this situation.

(ad) Levioes, taxes and duties levied by Central/State/Local governments such as
excise duty, VAT, Service Tax, Octroi/entry tax, etc on final product will be paid by the
Buyer on actual, based on relevant documentary evidence. Taxes and duties on input
items will not be paid by Buyer and they may not be indicated separately in the bids.
Bidders are required to include the same in the pricing of their product.

(ii) Customs Duty :

(aa) For imported stores offered against forward delivery, the Bidder shall quote prices
thereof exclusive of customs duty. The Bidder shall specify separately the C.I.F. prices
and total amount of customs duty payable. They will also indicate correctly the rate of
customs duty applicable along with Indian Customs Tariff Number. Customs duty as
actually paid will be reimbursed on production of necessary documents i.e. (i) Triplicate
copy of the bill of entry; (ii) copy of bill of lading; (iii) a copy of foreign principal’s invoice.
However, if the Bidder imports the stores in question against his own commercial quota
Import Licences, he will also be required to submit in addition the triplicate copy of bills of
entry etc. a certificate from his Internal Auditor on the bill itself, to the effect that the
following items/quantity in the bill of entry related to the stores imported against Defence
Buyer contract number…………………………….. dated…………..
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(ab) Subsequent to the reimbursement of customs duty, the Bidder will submit to the
concerned Payment Authority a certificate to the effect that he has not obtained any
refund of customs duty subsequent to the payment of duty to the Customs authority by
him. In addition, he shall also submit to the Paying Authority concerned a certificate
immediately after a period of three months from the date of payment of the duty to
customs authorities to the effect that he has not applied for refund of the customs duty
subsequent to the payment of duty to the customs authorities by him.

(ac) In case the Bidder obtains any refund of customs duty, subsequently to the payment
of the same by him to the customs authorities and reimbursement of the customs duty to
him by the Payment Authority, he should forthwith furnish the details of the refund
obtained and afford full credit of the same to the Buyer

(iii) Excise Duty

(aa) Where the excise duty is payable on ad valorem basis, the Bidder should submit
along with the tender, the relevant form and the Manufacturer’s price list showing the
actual assessable value of the stores as approved by the Excise authorities.

(ab) Bidders should note that in case any refund of excise duty is granted to them by
Excise authorities in respect of Stores supplied under the contract, they will pass on the
credit to the Buyer immediately along with a certificate that the credit so passed on
relates to the Excise Duty, originally paid for the stores supplied under the
contract. In case of their failure to do so, within 10 days of the issue of the excise
duty refund orders to them by the Excise Authorities the Buyer would be empowered to
deduct a sum equivalent to the amount refunded by the Excise Authorities without any
further reference to them from any of their outstanding bills against the contract or any
other pending Government Contract and that no disputes on this account would be
raised by them.

(ac) The Seller is also required to furnish to the Paying Authority the following
certificates:

(i) Certificate with each bill to the effect that no refund has been obtained in
respect of the reimbursement of excise duty made to the Seller during three
months immediately preceding the date of the claim covered by the relevant bill.

(ii) Certificate as to whether refunds have been obtained or applied for by
them or not in the preceding financial year after the annual Audit of their accounts
also indicating details of such refunds /applications, if any.

(iii) A certificate along with the final payment bills of the Seller to the effect
whether or not they have any pending appeal/protest for refund or partial refund
of excise duties already reimbursed to the Seller by the Government pending
with the Excise authorities and if so, the nature, the amount involved, and the
position of such appeals.
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(iv) An undertaking to the effect that in case it is detected by the
Government that any refund from Excise Authority was obtained by the
Seller after obtaining reimbursement from the Paying Authority, and if the
same is not immediately refunded by the Seller to the Paying Authority giving
details and particulars of the transactions, Paying Authority will have full
authority to recover such amounts from the Seller’s outstanding bills against
that particular contract or any other pending Government contracts and that no
dispute on this account would be raised by the Seller.

(ad) Unless otherwise specifically agreed to in terms of the contract, the Buyer shall
not be liable for any claim on account of fresh imposition and/or increase of Excise Duty
on raw materials and/or components used directly in the manufacture of the contracted
stores taking place during the tendency of the contract.

(iv) Sales Tax / VAT

(aa) If it is desired by the Bidder to ask for Sales tax / VAT to be paid as extra,
the same must be specifically stated. In the absence of any such stipulation in the bid, it
will be presumed that the prices quoted by the Bidder are inclusive of sales tax and no
liability of sales tax will be developed upon the Buyer.

(ab) On the Bids quoting sales tax extra, the rate and the nature of Sales
Tax applicable at the time of supply should be shown separately. Sales tax will be paid
to the Seller at the rate at which it is liable to be assessed or has actually been
assessed provided the transaction of sale is legally liable to sales tax and the same is
payable as per the terms of the contract.

(v) Octroi Duty & Local Taxes: -

(a) Normally, materials to be supplied to Government Departments against
Government Contracts are exempted from levy of town duty, Octroi Duty, Terminal Tax
and other levies of local bodies. The local Town/Municipal Body regulations at times,
however, provide for such Exemption only on production of such exemption certificate
from any authorised officer. Seller should ensure that stores ordered against contracts
placed by this office are exempted from levy of Town Duty/Octroi Duty, Terminal Tax or
other local taxes and duties. Wherever required, they should obtain the exemption
certificate from the Buyer, to avoid payment of such local taxes or duties.
(b) In case where the Municipality or other local body insists upon payment of these
duties or taxes the same should be paid by the Seller to avoid delay in supplies and
possible demurrage charges. The receipt obtained for such payment should be
forwarded to the Buyer without delay together with a copy of the relevant act or bylaws/
notifications of the Municipality of the local body concerned to enable him to take up the
question of refund with the concerned bodies if admissible under the said acts or rules.

15. Pre-Integrity Pact Clause : NOT APPLICABLE.

(Dinesh Kanojiya)
Lt Col
OIC Trade Cell

Dated: Sep 2016 for Commandant
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Part IV – Special Conditions of RFP

The Bidder is required to give confirmation of their acceptance of Special Conditions of the RFP
mentioned below which will automatically be considered as part of the Contract concluded with the
successful Bidder (i.e. Seller in the Contract) as selected by the Buyer. Failure to do so may result in
rejection of Bid submitted by the Bidder.

1. Performance Guarantee:

(a) For Indigenous cases. The Bidder will be required to furnish a Performance Guarantee by
way of Bank Guarantee through a public sector bank or a private sector bank authorized to conduct
government business (ICICI Bank Ltd., Axis Bank Ltd or HDFC Bank Ltd.) for a sum equal to 10% of the
contract value within 30 days of receipt of the confirmed order. Performance Bank Guarantee should be
valid up to 60 days beyond the date of warranty. The specimen of PBG is given in Form DPM-15
(Available in MoD website and can be provided on request).

(b) Foreign Cases : NOT APPLICABLE

2. Option Clause. The contract will have an Option Clause, wherein the Buyer can exercise an option to
procure an additional 50% of the original contracted quantity in accordance with the same terms & conditions of
the present contract. This will be applicable within the currency of contract. The Bidder is to confirm the
acceptance of the same for inclusion in the contract. It will be entirely the discretion of the Buyer to exercise this
option or not.

3. Repeat Order Clause. The contract will have a Repeat Order Clause, wherein the Buyer can order upto
50% quantity of the items under the present contract within six months from the date of supply/successful
completion of this contract, the cost, terms & conditions remaining the same. The Bidder is to confirm
acceptance of this clause. It will be entirely the discretion of the Buyer to place the Repeat order or not.

4. Tolerance Clause. To take care of any change in the requirement during the period starting from issue
of RFP till placement of the contract, Buyer reserves the right to 25% plus/minus increase or decrease the
quantity of the required goods up to that limit without any change in the terms & conditions and prices quoted by
the Seller. While awarding the contract, the quantity ordered can be increased or decreased by the Buyer within
this tolerance limit.

5. Payment Terms for Indigenous Sellers. It will be mandatory for the Bidders to indicate their bank
account numbers and other relevant e-payment details so that payments could be made through ECS/EFT
mechanism instead of payment through cheques, wherever feasible. A copy of the model mandate form
prescribed by RBI to be submitted by Bidders for receiving payments through ECS is at Form DPM-11 (Available
in MoD website and can be given on request). The payment will be made as per the following terms, on production
of the requisite documents:

(a) 95% Payment against Inspection note, Proof of despatch, duly supported by Xerox copy of the
Bank Guarantee and against Consignee’s provisional receipt. Balance of 5% will be paid on receipt of
items in good condition by consignee(s) along with user’s certificate of complete Installation and successful
commissioning.

OR

(b) 100% payment on delivery and acceptance by the user.
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6. Advance Payment. No Advance payment(s) will be made.

7. Paying Authority. Controllerate of Defence Account, Meerut Cantt.

8. Fall clause. The following Fall clause will form part of the contract placed on successful Bidder -

(a) The price charged for the stores supplied under the contract by the Seller shall in no event exceed
the lowest prices at which the Seller sells the stores or offer to sell stores of identical description to any
persons/Organisation including the purchaser or any department of the Central government or any
Department of state government or any statutory undertaking the central or state government as the
case may be during the period till performance of all supply Orders placed during the currency of the rate
contract is completed.

(b) If at any time, during the said period the Seller reduces the sale price, sells or offer to sell such
stores to any person/organisation including the Buyer or any Deptt, of central Govt. Or any Department of
the State Government or any Statutory undertaking of the Central or state Government as the case may be
at a price lower than the price chargeable under the contract, he shall forthwith notify such reduction or sale
or offer of sale to the Director general of Supplies & Disposals and the price payable under the contract for
the stores of such reduction of sale or offer of the sale shall stand correspondingly reduced. The
above stipulation will, however, not apply to:--

(i) Exports by the Seller.

(ii) Sale of goods as original equipment at price lower than the prices charged for normal
replacement.

(iii) Sale of goods such as drugs which have expiry dates.

(iv) Sale of goods at lower price on or after the date of completion of sale/ placement of
the order of goods by the authority concerned under the existing or previous Rate contracts as
also under any previous contracts entered into with the Central or State Govt. Depots, including
their undertakings excluding joint sector companies and/or private parties and bodies.

(c) The Seller shall furnish the following certificate to the Paying Authority along with each bill for
payment for supplies made against the Rate contract – “We certify that there has been no reduction in sale
price of the stores of description identical to the stores supplied to the Government under the contract
herein and such stores have not been offered/sold by me/us to any person/organisation including the
purchaser or any department of Central Government or any Department of a state Government or any
Statutory Undertaking of the Central or state Government as the case may be up to the date of bill/the
date of completion of supplies against all supply orders placed during the currency of the Rate Contract at
price lower than the price charged to the government under the contract except for quantity of stores
categories under sub clauses (a),(b) and (c) of sub- Para (ii) above details of which are given below - ........”.

9. Risk & Expense clause

(a) Should the stores or any instalment thereof not be delivered within the time or times specified in the
contract documents, or if defective delivery is made in respect of the stores or any instalment thereof,
the Buyer shall after granting the Seller 45 days to cure the breach, be at liberty, without prejudice
to the right to recover liquidated damages as a remedy for breach of contract, to declare the contract as
cancelled either wholly or to the extent of such default.
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(b) Should the stores or any installment thereof not perform in accordance with the specifications/
parameters provided by the SELLER during the check proof tests to be done in the BUYER’s country, the
BUYER shall be at liberty, without prejudice to any other remedies for breach of contract, to cancel the
contract wholly or to the extent of such default.

(c) In case of a material breach that was not remedied within 45 days, the BUYER shall, having given
the right of first refusal to the SELLER be at liberty to purchase, manufacture, or procure from any other
source as he thinks fit, other stores of the same or similar description to make good:-

(a) Such default.

(b) In the event of the contract being wholly determined the balance of the stores remaining to
be delivered there under.

(d) Any excess of the purchase price, cost of manufacturer, or value of any stores procured from any
other supplier as the case may be, over the contract price appropriate to such default or balance shall be
recoverable from the SELLER. Such recoveries shall not exceed 100 % of the value of the contract.

10. Force Majeure clause

(a) Neither party shall bear responsibility for the complete or partial non-performance of any of its
obligations (except for failure to pay any sum which has become due on account of receipt of goods under
the provisions of the present contract), if the non- performance results from such Force Majeure
circumstances as Flood, Fire, Earth Quake and other acts of God as well as War, Military operation,
blockade, Acts or Actions of State Authorities or any other circumstances beyond the parties control that
have arisen after the conclusion of the present contract.

(b) In such circumstances the time stipulated for the performance of an obligation under the present
contract is extended correspondingly for the period of time of action of these circumstances and their
consequences.

(c) The party for which it becomes impossible to meet obligations under this contract due to Force
Majeure conditions, is to notify in written form the other party of the beginning and cessation of the
above circumstances immediately, but in any case not later than 10 (Ten) days from the moment of their
beginning.

(d) Certificate of a Chamber of Commerce (Commerce and Industry) or other competent authority or
organization of the respective country shall be a sufficient proof of commencement and cessation of the
above circumstances.

(e) If the impossibility of complete or partial performance of an obligation lasts for more than 6 (six)
months, either party hereto reserves the right to terminate the contract totally or partially upon giving prior
written notice of 30 (thirty) days to the other party of the intention to terminate without any liability other
than reimbursement on the terms provided in the agreement for the goods received.

11. Franking clause. The following Franking clause will form part of the contract placed on successful Bidder:

(a) Franking Clause in the case of Acceptance of Goods. “The fact that the goods have been
inspected after the delivery period and passed by the Inspecting Officer will not have the effect of keeping
the contract alive. The goods are being passed without prejudice to the rights of the Buyer under the terms
and conditions of the contract”.
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(b) Clause in the case of Rejection of Goods . “The fact that the goods have been inspected after
the delivery period and rejected by the Inspecting Officer will not bind the Buyer in any manner. The goods
are being rejected without prejudice to the rights of the Buyer under the terms and conditions of the
contract.”

12. Responsibility of the Contractor for Executing Contract.

(a) Risk in the Stores. The contractor shall perform the contract in all respects in accordance with the
terms and conditions thereof. The stores and every constituent part thereof, whether in the possession or
control of the Contractor, his agents or servants or a carrier or in the joint possession of the Contractor his
agents or servants shall remain in every respects at the risk of the contractor until their actual delivery to the
consignee at the stipulated place or destination or where so provided in the contract until delivery to person
specified in the schedule as interim consignee for the purpose of dispatch to the consignee. The contractor
shall be responsible for all loses, destruction, damage or deterioration of or to the stores from any clause
whatever while the stores after approval by the Inspector are awaiting dispatch or delivery or are in the
course of transit from the contractor to the consignee. The contractor shall alone be entitled and
responsible to make claims against Railway administration or other carrier in respect of non delivery short
delivery, mis-delivery, loss destruction damage or deterioration of the goods entrusted to such carrier by the
contractor for transmission to the consignee or interim consignee as the case may be.

(b) Right of Rejection. Notwithstanding any approval which the Inspector may have given in respect
or any part of portion thereof or any materials or other particulars or the works of workmanship involved in
the performance of the contract (whether with or without any test carried out by the contractor or the
Inspector or under the directions of the Inspector) and Not with standing delivery of the stores where so
provided to the interim consignee, it shall be lawful for the consignee, on behalf of the purchaser to reject
the stores or any part portion or consignment thereof within 45 days after actual delivery thereof to him
reckoned from the date or receipt of complete equipment with spares and accessories as ordered if such
stores or parts, portion or consignment thereof is not in all respect in conformity with the terms and
conditions of the contract whether on account of any loss deterioration or damage before dispatch or
delivery or during transit or otherwise however.

(c) Provided that where, under the terms of the contract the stores are required to be delivered to an
interim consignee for the purpose of dispatch to the consignee the stores shall be at the purchasers risk
after their delivery to the consignee, but nevertheless it shall be lawful for the consignee on behalf of the
purchaser to reject the stores or any part , portion or consignment thereof upon there actual delivery to
him at the destination if they are not in all respects in conformity with the terms and conditions of contract
except where they have been damaged or have deteriorated in the transit or otherwise after their
delivery to the interim consignee.

(d) The provision contained in Para 28 (n) of this contract of this schedule relating to the removal of
stores rejected by the Inspector shall, mutates mutinies apply to stores rejected by the consignee as herein
provided.

13. Quotation of Rates by Contractors.

(a) The price quoted/ charged by Contractor shall not be higher than the controlled price fixed by law
for the stores or where there is no controlled price, it shall not exceed the prices or contravene the norms
for fixation of process laid down by Govt or where no such process or norms have been fixed by Govt it
shall not exceed the price appearing in any agreement relating to price regulation by any industry in
consultation with the Govt.
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(b) In any case, save for special reasons stated in the tender the price quoted/charged for
indigenous stores shall not be higher that the lowest price charged by the contractor for stores of the same
nature, class or description to an individuals/firm/origination or Department of Govt of India for imported
stores the price quoted shall not be higher than the lowest price charged by the contractor for stores of the
same nature class or description to a Purchaser, domestic or foreign or to any origination or Department of
Government.

(c) If the price quoted/ charged is higher than the controlled price etc. referred to in sub- clause (a)
above or there is no controlled price the price lowest charged by the Contractor from a private
purchaser, domestic or foreign or from any organization or department of Government for the stores of
same nature, class or description etc. as referred to in sub clauses (b) above, the Contractor will
specifically mention this fact in his tender giving reasons for quoting higher price (s), If he fails to do
so or make any misstatement it shall be lawful for the secretary to revise the price at any stage so as to
bring it in conformity with the sub-clause (a) or (b) above or to terminate the contract & purchase the
stores at the risk and cost of the contractor and in that event the provision of Risk & Expense clause at
Para 9 shall apply as for as applicable as if the contractor has failed to deliver the stores within the period
fixed.

14. Specification: The Seller guarantees to meet the specifications as per Part-II of RFP and to incorporate the
modifications to the existing design, configuration to meet the specific requirement of the Buyer Services as per
modifications/requirements recommended by the AHSP.

(a) Generally the stores be of the best quality and workmanship and comply with the contract in all
respect to the satisfaction of the Inspector.

(b) In particular and without prejudice to the foregoing conditions and in addition there to when
quotations are called for in accordance with the particulars the Contractor quotations to supply in
accordance with such particulars shall be deemed to be an admission on his part that he has fully,
acquainted himself with the details thereof and no claim on his part which may arise on account of non-
examination of insufficient of the Particulars will in any circumstance be considered.

(c) The Contractor shall supply the stores in accordance with the particulars as expressly specified in the
contract.

(d) If a specification and/or drawing exists then the sealed pattern of certified samples thereof will govern
supply only to the extent of workmanship and finish. If neither a specification nor a drawing exists then the
sealed pattern or certified samples thereof will govern supply in all
respects.

(e) When no specifications drawing sealed pattern or certified sample exists or is specification
indented, is available to govern supply, the supply must be quality material pattern and workmanship to
which the Purchaser has agreed, will be acceptance and the Contractor has undertaken to supply. And
when under these circumstances a Contractor sample has been approved by the Inspector the stores must
be in conformity with all respects to such sample.

(f) If any dimensions figures upon a drawing different from those obtained by sealing the drawing the
Contractor shall bring the discrepancy to the notice of the Inspector and the Purchaser. The Inspector
decision in the matter shall be final.
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(g) Alternation of Specification Pattern Drawings. Purchaser reserve the right to alter from time to
time the specification pattern and drawings and the stores shall be in accordance with the specifications
pattern and drawings as altered from the dates specified in that regard, In the event of any such alternation
involving an alternation in the cost, or in the period required for production a revision of the contract price
and of the time for delivery shall be made in relation to the articles the subject of the alternation. The
decision of Purchaser on the question whether the alternation involves and alternation in the cost or period
required for production shall be final and conclusive.

15. Clarification of Technical Matters.

(a) Any clarification of drawing/specifications or enquiry of technical matters, till such times the
production is established, shall be referred to AHSP /Inspecting Authority.

(b) All the drawing /specifications, if any issued to the contractor, are the property of Govt of India,
Min of Defence. These are issued for sole purpose of manufacture and supply of the stores under this
contract.

(c) The drawing/specifications are not to be reproduced or disclosed to the third party, except to the
authorized contractor, if any, who shall so bear similar obligation on the secrecy and shall Immediately
return in good condition to the issuing authority, when the purpose of their issue has been served.

(d) Manufacturing drawings will be kept by the contractor and he will be responsible to incorporate the
necessary details to make them up to date. The manufacture shall not destroy the drawing without prior
concurrence of the AHSP.

16. Notice from the Contractor.

(a) The contractor shall give a notice at least 10 days in advance to the inspecting officer and
inspection authority prior to tendering either advance sample or bulk stores.

(b) The bulk store shall be tendered on a week basis by the contractor along with undertaking that
tendered stores conform to required specification as contained in the contract, A pre -inspection report of
each lot will also be submitted by the inspection officer. A record of the same will be retained by him.

17. Testing Facilities. The contractor shall provide all the testing facilities to the inspecting officer for the test to
be carried out by him and his team.

18. Sampling Procedure

(a) The Inspecting authority shall be the sole judge in deciding the sampling procedure. If in any event
certain number of the stores in the initial stage of production are likely to be subject to detailed trials and
distributive materials examination, the sample tested if found acceptable shall be counted against the
accepted qtys. The cost of sample rejected during the above process shall be borne by the contractor.

(b) If as a result of the test carried out in the sample during the initial stages of the production revealed
that the stores are not coming up to the required standard , further inspection shall be suspended and the
contract shall be liable for cancellation at the sole discretion of the purchaser at the risk and cost of the
contractor.
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(c) If during the initial stages of production it is found that the contractors production is up to the
required standard the inspection authority may asked for bulk supplied, in which event the inspecting
authorities decision of the sample selected by the inspecting officer shall apply to the complete bulk and
shall be considered as final and binding of the contractor.

(d) The stores rejected by the inspecting officer during his inspection shall be replaced by the contractor
immediately latest within two week of such rejection. Rejection by the inspecting officer shall be considered
as final and binding on the contractor.

(e) The Inspecting officer or his authorized representative shall be offered access or any part of the
factory to ensure, that the required standards are maintained at all stages of production.

19. Sample.

(a) Advance Sample. Where an advance sample is required to be approved under the terms of the
contract the contractor, shall submit the sample free of cost to the Inspector within the time specified in
the contract. If the contractor is unable to do so, he must apply immediately to the office issuing the
contract for extension of time stating the reasons for the delay. If the purchaser is satisfied that a
reasonable ground for an extension of time exists he may allow such additional time as he considers to be
reasonable (and his decision thereon shall be final) with or without alternation in the delivery period
stipulated in the contract. If the event of the failure of the contractor to deliver the advance samples by the
date specified in the contract or any other date to which the time may be extended as aforesaid by the
purchaser or of the rejection of the samples the Purchaser shall be entitled to cancel the contract and if so
desired, purchase the stores at the risk and cost of the contractor.

(b) All the samples required for test shall be supplied by the contractor free of cost unless the contract
provided otherwise. Where the sample which is supplied free is rejected after examination and test, the same
or what-ever remains of the sample after examination and test will be returned to the contractor at his cost on
requirement made within three months of the date of such rejection. In case any stores belonging to the
Purchaser have been utilized for the advance samples the contractors shall in addition be liable to pay the
amount demanded by the purchaser as cost/damage to its stores.

(c) Marking. All samples submitted must be clearly labelled with the contractors name address and
contract number.

(d) If the contractor submits a sample whether with before or after the tender the same shall not govern
the standard of supply except when it has been so specifically stated in the contract.

(e) Where under the contract the contractor is required to submit an advance sample any expenses
incurred by the contractor on or in connection with the production of stores in bulk before the sample has
been approved unconditionally shall be borne by the contractor and he shall not claim any compensation in
the event of such sample being found unacceptable by the Inspector.

(f) The rejection of sample by the Inspection Authority or the Inspector shall be final and binding on
the contractor.

(g ) Where the contract does not require any advance sample to be approved the contractor may
before proceeding with bulk manufacture or delivery of the stores, if he so desire submit for inspection a
sample of the stores in which case a quantity not less than one present of the total quantity to be
supplied shall be submitted , the contractor shall not however be entitled to be shown any
consideration or given any extension of time or claim to be exonerated from completing the delivery within
the stipulated period only on the ground of delay in the approval of any such samples.
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(h) Loan of Sample. If a certified sample is lent to the contractor it will bear a label containing inter
alias variation known to the inspector between the said sample and the stores desired. If the contractor
finds any further variation between the certified sample and the particulars or specifications mentioned in
the schedule he shall at once refer the matter to the Inspector and shall also give intimation of such
discrepancy to the purchase office. The contractor shall follow the instruction of the inspector as to what
sample or particulars should guide the production of the stores and the decision of the Inspector on the
matter shall be final and binding on the contractor. The contractor shall not detach the said label from the
qualified sample and if for any reasons the said label gets detached, the contractor shall at once return the
certified sample to the Inspector for attaching a fresh label.

(j) Return of Particulars. The contractor shall return in good condition all the particulars or certified
sample (with the label intact). In the event of his failure to do so shall be liable to pay to the purchaser as
agreed liquidated damages a sum not exceeding three times the price of such particulars or the certified
samples or Rs 250/- whichever is greater as any be determined by the secretary. The decision of the
secretary in that behalf shall be final and binding on the contractor.

20. Risk of Loss or Damage to Government or Purchase Property.

(a) All the property of the Govt or purchaser loaned whether with or without deposit to the contractor in
connection with the contract shall remain the property of the Govt or the purchaser as the case may be.
The contractor shall use such property for the purpose of the execution of the contract and for no other
purpose what so ever.

(b) All such property shall be deemed to be in good condition when received by the contractor unless he
shall have within seven days of the receipt thereof notified officer to the contrary. If the contractor fails to
notify any defect in the condition or quality of such property he shall be deemed to have lost the right to do
so at any subsequent stage.

(c) The contractor shall return all such property and shall be responsible for that full value thereof to
be ascertained by the secretary whose decision shall be final and binding on the contractor. The
contractor shall be label for loss or damage to such property from whatever cause happening which
such property is in the possession of or under the control of the contractor, his servants workmen or agents.

(d) Where such property is insured by the contractor against loss or fire the request or the Govt or
purchase such insurance shall not prejudice the liability of the contractor as aforesaid.

(e) The contractor shall take delivery of Govt property after furnishing security deposit equivalent to value
of the property as intimated by the purchaser in any of the authorized form, which shall be valid for the
period till property is returned to the purchaser.

21. Pilot Sample Production. Production of pilot sample will be undertaken by the manufacturers only
when the approved drawings have been received from AHSP or firms drawings have been approved by the AHSP.
Any improvement/changes and modification suggested by the AHSP shall be undertaken by manufacturer. Pilot
sample alongwith pre-inspection report and drawings will be submitted to concerned inspecting Officer, as indicated
in the supply order, with in the delivery period given for the pilot sample. Contractor shall make his own
arrangement to procure all materials components required for the production of pilot sample.

22. Bulk Production.

(a) Bulk Production of stores will be under taken by the manufacturers only when the prototype sample
has been approved and bulk production clearance given by the inspecting officer.

(b) Any improvement /changes and modification suggested in bulk manufacture clearance
(BPC) shall be under-taken by the manufacturer.
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(c ) Inspection will be carried out in accordance with the inspection authority test schedule.
Tech authority of the inspection authority with regard to the method made and place of inspection will
be supreme and binding on contractor.

(d) The contractor shall make his own arrangement to procure all materials components required for
the execution of contract.

23. Packing and Marking. The following Packing and Marking clause will form part of the contract placed on
successful Bidder.

(a) The Seller shall provide packing and preservation of the equipment and spares/goods
contracted so as to ensure their safety against damage in the conditions of land, sea and air
transportation, transhipment, storage and weather hazards during transportation, subject to proper cargo
handling. The Seller shall ensure that the stores are packed in containers, which are made sufficiently
strong, and with seasoned wood. The packing cases should have hooks for lifting by crane/fork lift truck.
Tags with proper marking shall be fastened to the special equipment, which cannot be packed.

(b) The packing of the equipment and spares/goods shall conform to the requirements of specifications
and standards in force in the territory of the Seller’s country.

(c) Each spare, tool and accessory shall be packed in separate cartons. A label in English (and
also in Hindi for Indian Supplier) shall be pasted on the carton indicating the under mentioned details of the
item contained in the carton. A tag in English with said information shall also be attached to six samples of
the item. If quantity contracted is less than six then tag shall be affixed to complete quantity contracted of the
item. The cartons shall then be packed in packing cases as required.

(i) Number.

(ii) Nomenclature.

(iii) Contract annex number.

(iv) Annex serial number.

(v) Quantity contracted.

(d) One copy of the packing list in English shall be inserted in each cargo package, and the full set of
the packing lists shall be placed in Case No.1 painted in a yellow colour.

(e) The Seller shall mark each package with indelible paint in the English language as follows:-

(i) EXPORT
(ii) Contract No. ------------------------------------------
(iii) Consignee ---------------------------------------------
(iv) Port / airport of destination ------------
(v) Ultimate consignee ----------------------------------
(vi) SELLER -----------------------------------------------
(vii) Package No. --------------------------------------
(viii) Gross/net weight : ---------------------------------
(ix) Overall dimensions/volume : -------------
(x) The Seller’s marking.

(f) If necessary, each package shall be marked with warning inscriptions :< Top>, “Do not turn over”,
category of cargo etc.
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(g) Should any special equipment be returned to the Seller by the Buyer, the latter shall provide normal
packing, which protects the equipment and spares/goods from the damage of deterioration during
transportation by land, air or sea. In this case the Buyer shall finalize the marking with the Seller.

22. Quality. The quality of the stores delivered according to the present Contract shall correspond to the
technical conditions and standards valid for the deliveries of the same stores for in Seller’s country or specifications
enumerated as per RFP and shall also include therein modification to the stores suggested by the Buyer. Such
modifications will be mutually agreed to. The Seller confirms that the stores to be supplied under this Contract shall
be new and shall incorporate all the latest improvements and modifications thereto and spares of improved and
modified equipment are backward integrated and interchangeable with same equipment supplied by the Seller in the
past if any. The Seller shall supply an interchange ability certificate along with the changed part numbers wherein
it should be mentioned that item would provide as much life as the original item.

23. Quality Assurance. Seller would provide the Standard Acceptance Test Procedure (ATP) within one
month of this date of contract. Buyer reserves the right to modify the ATP. Seller would be required to provide all test
facilities at his premises for acceptance and inspection by Buyer or his representative. The details in this regard
will be coordinated during the negotiation of the contract. The item should be of the latest manufacture, conforming
to the current production standard and having 100% defined life at the time of delivery.

Note: Above stipulations will stand modified as per stipulations made in technical specn/drgs
mentioned in RFP and the stipulation in specn/drgs will supersede the above stipulations.

24. Inspection Authority. The Inspection will be carried out by Inspection authority at COD Agra.

25. Joint Receipt Inspection : NOT APPLICABLE.

26. Claims. The following Claims clause will form part of the contract placed on successful Bidder :-

(a) The claims may be presented either: (a) on quantity of the stores, where the quantity does not
correspond to the quantity shown in the Packing List/Insufficiency in packing, or (b) on quality of the
stores, where quality does not correspond to the quality mentioned in the contract.

(b) The quantity claims for deficiency of quantity shall be presented within 45 days of completion of JRI
and acceptance of goods. The quantity claim shall be submitted to the Seller as per Form DPM-22
(Available in MoD website and can be given on request).

(c) The quality claims for defects or deficiencies in quality noticed during the JRI shall be presented
within 45 days of completion of JRI and acceptance of goods. Quality claims shall be presented for
defects or deficiencies in quality noticed during warranty period earliest but not later than 45 days
after expiry of the guarantee period. The quality claims shall be submitted to the Seller as per Form DPM-
23 (Available in MoD website and can be given on request).

(d) The description and quantity of the stores are to be furnished to the Seller along with concrete
reasons for making the claims. Copies of all the justifying documents shall be enclosed to the presented
claim. The Seller will settle the claims within 45 days from the date of the receipt of the claim at the Seller’s
office, subject to acceptance of the claim by the Seller. In case no response is received during this period
the claim will be deemed to have been accepted.

(e) The Seller shall collect the defective or rejected goods from the location nominated by the Buyer
and deliver the repaired or replaced goods at the same location under Seller’s arrangement.

(f) Claims may also be settled by reduction of cost of goods under claim from bonds submitted by the
Seller or payment of claim amount by Seller through demand draft drawn on an Indian Bank, in favour
of Principal Controller/Controller of Defence Accounts concerned.
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(g) The quality claims will be raised solely by the Buyer and without any certification/
countersignature by the Seller’s representative stationed in India.

27. Warranty. The following Warranty will form part of the contract placed on the successful
Bidder:-

(a) Except as otherwise provided in the invitation tender, the Seller hereby declares that the goods,
stores articles sold/supplied to the Buyer under this contract shall be of the best quality and workmanship
and new in all respects and shall be strictly in accordance with the specification and particulars
contained/mentioned in contract. The Seller hereby guarantees that the said goods/stores/articles would
continue to conform to the description and quality aforesaid for a period of 24 months from the date of
delivery of the said goods stores/articles to the Buyer or 15 months from the date of shipment/despatch
from the Seller’s works whichever is earlier and that notwithstanding the fact that the Buyer may have
inspected and/or approved the said goods/stores/articles, if during the aforesaid period of 12/15 months the
said goods/stores/articles be discovered not to conform to the description and quality aforesaid not giving
satisfactory performance or have deteriorated, and the decision of the Buyer in that behalf shall be final
and binding on the Seller and the Buyer shall be entitled to call upon the Seller to rectify the
goods/stores/articles or such portion thereof as is found to be defective by the Buyer within a reasonable
period, or such specified period as may be allowed by the Buyer in his discretion on application
made thereof by the Seller, and in such an event, the above period shall apply to the goods/stores/articles
rectified from the date of rectification mentioned in warranty thereof, otherwise the Seller shall pay to the
Buyer such compensation as may arise by reason of the breach of the warranty therein contained.

(b) Guarantee that they will supply spare parts, if and when required on agreed basis for an agreed
price. The agreed basis could be and including but without any limitation an agreed discount on the
published catalogue or an agreed percentage of profit on the landed cost.

(c) Warranty to the effect that before going out of production for the spare parts they will give
adequate advance notice to the Buyer of the equipment so that the latter may undertake the balance of
the lifetime requirements.

(d) Warranty to the affect that they will make available the blue prints of drawings of the spares if and
when required in connection with the main equipment.

Note: The above warranty stipulations will stand modified as per stipulations made in the
Specification/Drgs mentioned in RFP and the warranty stipulations in Specn/Drg will supersede the
above stipulations.

28. Control Sample. As mentioned in technical Specn/Drgs mentioned in this RFP.

29. Product Support : NOT APPLICABLE

30. Annual Maintenance Contract (AMC) Clause : NOT APPLICABLE

31. Engineering Support Package (ESP) Clause : NOT APPLICABLE

32. Price Variation (PV) Clause : NOT APPLICABLE
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33. Correctness of the Quality and Quantity. On receipt of stores at consignee’s premises, the
stores are checked for ascertaining the correctness of quality, quantity and documents. In case the stores are
found deficient in any way, consignee has the right to reject the stores even if these were inspected and cleared
by the Inspector.

34. The manufacturer shall be responsible for the safe delivery of the stores at the consignee’s end
and transit damage if any shall be promptly attend by him.

35. Eligibility Criteria

(a) Firms regd with NSIC for this item or similar range of products/goods or services with the Central
Purchase Organization (e.g. DGS &D), NSIC or any Department of MoD (like DGQA) or MoD
itself, would be eligible for exemption of EMD.

(b) In case of unregistered firm claiming compliance of the bids would be considered only if accompanied
by the prescribed amount of EMD and the specified tender supporting documents.

(Dinesh Kanojiya)
Lt Col
OIC Trade Cell

Dated: Sep 2016 for Commandant
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Part V – Evaluation Criteria & Price Bid issues

1. Evaluation Criteria. The broad guidelines for evaluation of Bids will be as follows :-

(a) Only those Bids will be evaluated which are found to be fulfilling all the eligibility and qualifying
requirements of the RFP, both technically and commercially.

(b) In respect of Two-Bid system, the technical Bids forwarded by the Bidders will be evaluated by the
Buyer with reference to the technical characteristics of the equipment as mentioned in the RFP. The
compliance of Technical Bids would be determined on the basis of the parameters specified in the RFP. The
Price Bids of only those Bidders will be opened whose Technical Bids would clear the technical evaluation.

(c) The Lowest Bid will be decided upon the lowest price quoted by the particular Bidder as per the
Price Format given at Para 2 below. The consideration of taxes and duties in evaluation process will be as
follows:-

(i) In cases where only indigenous Bidders are competing, L-1 bidder will be determined by
excluding levies, taxes and duties levied by Central/State/Local governments such as excise duty,
VAT, Service Tax, Octroi/entry tax, etc on final product, as quoted by bidders.

(ii). In cases where both foreign and indigenous Bidders are competing, following criteria would
be followed :-

(aa) In case of foreign Bidders, the basic cost (CIF) quoted by them would be the basis
for the purpose of comparison of various tenders.

(ab) In case of indigenous Bidders, excise duty on fully formed equipment would be
offloaded.

(ac) Sales tax and other local levies, i.e. octroi, entry tax etc would be ignored in case of
indigenous Bidders.

(d) In import cases, all the foreign quotes will be brought to a common denomination in Indian Rupees
by adopting the exchange rate as BC Selling rate of the State Bank of India on the date of the opening of
Price Bids.

(e) If there is a discrepancy between the unit price and the total price that is obtained by multiplying the
unit price and quantity, the unit price will prevail and the total price will be corrected. If there is a discrepancy
between words and figures, the amount in words will prevail for calculation of price.

(f) The Buyer reserves the right to evaluate the offers received by using Discounted Cash Flow method
at a discounting rate of ______%. In case cash flow involves more than one currency, the same will be
brought to a common denomination in Indian Rupees by adopting exchange rate as BC Selling rate of the
State Bank of India on the date of the opening of Price Bids.

(g) The Lowest Acceptable Bid will be considered further for placement of contract / Supply Order after
complete clarification and price negotiations as decided by the Buyer. The Buyer will have the right to award
contracts to different Bidders for being lowest in particular items. The Buyer also reserves the right to do
Apportionment of Quantity, if it is convinced that Lowest Bidder is not in a position to supply full quantity in
stipulated time.

(h) Any other criteria as applicable to suit a particular case.
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2. Price Bid Format (to be used for L-1 determination). The Price Bid Format in general is given below
and bidders are required to fill this up correctly with dull details, as required under Part II of RFP (The format
indicated below is only as an illustration. This format should be filled up with items/requirements as mentioned in
Part-II of RFP) :-

(a) Basic cost of the item/items:

S No Item Unit Price Qty Total
(i) A
(ii) B
(iii) C

Total price of item (s)

(b) Accessories
(c) Installation / Commissioning charges
(d) Training
(e) Technical literature
(f) Tools
(g) AMC
(h) Any other requirements

Note : Determinatio0n of L:-1 will be done based on total basic prices (not including levies, taxes and duties levied
by Central/State/Local Governments such as excise duty, VAT, Service Tax, Octroi/entry tax, etc on final product) of
all items/requirements as mentioned above.

3. Additional information in Price Bid on Taxes and Duties (not in scope of L-1 determination) :-

(a) Is Excise Duty extra?

(b) If yes, mention the following :-

(i) Total value of items on which Excise Duty is leviable:
(ii) Rate of Excise duty (item-wise if different ED is applicable):
(iii) Surcharge on Excise duty, if applicable?
(iv) Total value of excise duty payable.

(c) Is Excise Duty Exemption (EDE) required?

(d) If yes, then mention and enclose the following:-

(i) Excise notification number under which EDE can be given:

(e) Is VAT extra

(f) If yes, then mention the following:

(i) Total value on which VAT is leviable:
(ii) Rate of VAT:
(iii) Total value of VAT leviable:
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(g) Is Service Tax extra?

(h) If yes, then mention the following:-

(i) Total value of Services on which Service Tax is leviable:
(ii) Rate of Service Tax leviable:
(iii) Total value of Service Tax leviable:

(j) Is Custom Duty Exemption (CDE) required?

(k) If yes, then mention the following:-

(i) Custom notification number under which CDE can be given (Enclose a copy).

(ii) CIF value of stores to be imported.
(iii) Rate of Customs Duty payable.
(iv) Total amount of Customs Duty payable.

(l) Octroi / Entry taxes.

(m) Any other Taxes / Duties:

Note

1. Please confirm that the store offered by you is exactly as required under tender enquiry description
specification/drawing.

2. In case there is any deviation the same shall be specifically stated.

(Dinesh Kanojiya)
Lt Col
OIC Trade Cell

Dated: Sep 2016 for Commandant
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Appx ‘A’

BG FORM FOR EARNEST MONEY DEPOSIT

Whereas ……………………………………(hereinafter called the “Bidder”) has submitted their offer
dated………………………………….for the supply of …………………...
(hereinafter called the “Bid”) against the Buyer’s Request for proposal No. …………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
KNOW ALL MEN by these presents that WE ……………………………of ………………….. having our registered
office at ……………………………………………………………. are bound unto………………….
…………………….(hereinafter called the “Buyer) in the sum of
…………………………………………………………………for which payment will and truly to be made to the said
Buyer, the Bank binds itself, its successors and assigns by these presents. Sealed with the Common Seal of the said
Bank this……… day of……….20……

The conditions of obligations are –

(1) If the Bidder withdraws or amends, impairs or derogates from the Bid in any respect within the
period of validity of this tender.

(2) If the Bidder having been notified of the acceptance of his tender by the Buyer during the period of
its validity.

(a) If the Bidder fails to furnish the Performance Security for the due performance of the
contract.

(b) Fails or refuses to accept/execute the contract.

WE undertake to pay the Buyer up to the above amount upon receipt of its first written demand, without the
Buyer having to substantiate its demand, provided that in its demand the Buyer will note that the amount claimed by
it is due to it owing to the occurrence of one or both the two conditions, specifying the occurred condition or
conditions.

This guarantee will remain in force upto and including 45 days after the period of tender validity and any
demand in respect thereof should reach the Bank not
later than the above date.

…………………………….
(Signature of the authorized officer of the Bank)
Name and designation of the officer
Seal, name & address of the Bank and address of the Branch
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Appx ‘B’

CERTIFICATE

It is certified that our concern/ establishment requires copy / copies of Defence
specification / drawing bearing No. - in connection with the Tender Enquiry No.
_. It is further certified that the information contained in the defence documents will be utilized by our firm
for our own use only for the purpose of producing, supplying and inspection of defence stores. The
information contained therein will not be divulged/ supplied to any outside agencies not authorised to received the
same without prior approval of the issuing authority.

Place : Signature
(Name of Signatory in Block letters)

Date : (Completer address of the firm, and firm’s Seal)
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Appx ’C’
TENDER CONDITIONS ACCEPTANCE LETTER

(To be given on Company Letter Head)
Date:
To,
_______________
_______________

SUB: ACCEPTANCE OF TERMS & CONDITIONS OF TENDER.

Tender Reference No: Name
ofTender/Work: -

_________________________

_________________________

Dear Sir,

1. I/We have downloaded/obtained the tender document(s) for the above mentioned
‘Tender/Work’ from the web site(s) namely:

as per your advertisement, given in the above mentioned website(s).

2. I/ We hereby certify that I / we have read entire terms and conditions of the tender documents from
Page No. annexure(s), schedule(s), etc .,), which form part of the contract agreement and I/we shall
abide hereby the terms /conditions/clauses contained therein.

3. The corrigendum(s) issued from time to time by your department/ organisations too have also been
taken into consideration, while submitting this acceptance letter.

4. I / We hereby unconditionally accept the tender conditions of above mentioned tender
document(s) / corrigendum(s) in its totality / entirety.

5. The documents and enclosures as submitted in physical form as mentioned in para
7 of part I of RFP is the true copy of the documents uploaded on the Central Public
Procurement Portal ( https://eprocure.gov.in/eprocure/app ).

6. In case any provisions of this tender are found violated, your department/organization shall be at liberty
to reject this tender/bid including the forfeiture of the full said Earnest Money Deposit absolutely and we shall
not have any claim/right against deptt in satisfaction of this condition.

Yours faithfully
(Signature of the Bidder, with official seal)
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Appx ‘D’

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE BIDDERS

Instructions for online Bid Submission to the Bidders to submit the bids online through the Central Public
Procurement Portal for E-Procurement at https://eprocure.gov.in/eprocure/app are as follows:-

1. Possession of valid Digital Signature Certificate (DSC) and enrolment/registration of the
contractors/bidders on the eprocurement/etender portal is a prerequisite for e- tendering.

2. Bidder should do the enrolment in the e-Procurement site using the “Click here to Enrol”
option available on the home page. Portal enrolment is generally free of charge. During
enrolment/registration, the bidders should provide the correct/true information including valid email_id.
All the correspondence shall be made directly with the contractors/bidders through email_id provided.

3. Bidder need to login to the site through their user ID/ password chosen during enrolment
/registration.

4. Then the Digital Signature Certificate (Class II or Class III Certificates with signing key
usage) issued by SIFY/TCS/nCode/eMudra or any Certifying Authority recognized by CCA India on eToken/Smart
Card, should be registered.

5. The DSC that is registered only should be used by the bidder and should ensure safety of the same.

6. Bidder logs in to the site through the secured log in by giving the user id/ password chosen during
enrolment/registration and then by giving the password of the eToken/ Smart Card to access DSC.

7. In case of limited tender the regd dealers/ the bidders invited to participate in the tender will receive a
notification through e-mail wrt to tender and after log in the bidder selects the tender and moves it to “my
tenders . In case of open tenders the bidder selects the tender which he/she is interested in by using the
search option & then moves it to the “my tenders folder.

8. From my tender folder, the bidder selects the tender to view all the details indicated.

9. After downloading / getting the tender document/schedules, the Bidder should go through them
carefully and then submit the documents as asked, otherwise bid will be rejected.

10. If there are any clarifications, this may be obtained online through the tender site, or through the contact
details or during the pre-bid meeting if any.

11. Bidder should take into account the corrigendum published before submitting the bids online.

12. It is construed that the bidder has read all the terms and conditions before submitting their offer.
Bidder should go through the tender schedules carefully and upload the documents as asked; otherwise,
the bid will be rejected.
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13. The Bidders can update well in advance, the documents such as certificates, annual report details etc.,
under My Space option and these can be selected as per tender requirements and then sent along with bid
documents during bid submission. This will facilitate the bid submission process faster by reducing upload time
of bids.

14. Bidder, in advance, should get the bid documents ready to be submitted as indicated in the tender
document/schedule and generally, they can be in PDF/xls/rar/zip/dwf formats. If there is more than one
document, they can be clubbed together and can be provided in the requested format. Each document
to be uploaded online for the tenders should be less than 2 MB. If any document is more than 2MB, it can be
reduced through zip/rar and the same can be uploaded, if permitted. Bidders Bid documents may be
scanned with 100 dpi with black and white option. However of the file size is less than 1
MB the transaction uploading time will be very fast.

15. While submitting the bids online, the bidder must read the terms & conditions and accept the
same to proceed further to submit the bid packets.

16. The bidder has to digitally sign and upload the required bid documents one by one as indicated.
Bidders must note that the very act of using DSC for downloading the bids and uploading their offers shall be
deemed to be a confirmation that they have read all sections and pages of the bid document including General
conditions of contract without any exception and have understood the entire document and are clear about the
requirements of the tender requirements.

17. The bidder has to upload the relevant files required as indicated in the cover content. In case of any
irrelevant files, the bid will be rejected. The tech bids are acceptable if applicable. Further, the TIA will
not be held responsible for any sort of delay or the difficulties faced during the submission of bids
physically by the bidders under any circumstances whatsoever.

18. If the price bid format is provided in a spread sheet file BoQ2LPAGD.xls, the rates offered should be
entered in the allotted space only and uploaded after filling the relevant columns. The Price Bid/BOQ template
must not be modified/replaced by the bidder, else the bid submitted is liable to be rejected for this
tender. It shall be ensured that the details of VAT/Excise duty etc which are calculated as % of cost of stores shall
be entered in figure and shall denotes the % of tax/excise duty etc which is applicable. Example, in case of excise
duty applicable to store is 4.5% of amount the figure “4.5” only shall be entered.

19. The bidders are requested to submit the bids through online e-tendering system to the Tender
Inviting Authority (TIA) well before the bid submission end date & time (as per Server System Clock). The
TIA will not be held responsible for any sort of delay or the difficulties faced during the submission of bids online
by the bidders at the eleventh hour.

20. After the bid submission (ie after Clicking “Freeze Bid Submission” in the portal), the
acknowledgement number, given by the system should be printed by the bidder and kept as a record of
evidence for online submission of bid for the particular tender and will also act as an entry pass to participate in
the bid opening date.

21. The time settings fixed in the server side & displayed at the top of the tender site, will be valid for all
actions of requesting, bid submission, bid opening etc., in the e-tender system. The bidders should follow this time
during bid submission.

22. All the data being entered by the bidders would be encrypted using PKI encryption
techniques to ensure the secrecy of the data. The data entered will not viewable by unauthorized persons
during bid submission & not be viewable by any one until the time of bid opening.
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23. Any bid document that is uploaded to the server is subjected to symmetric encryption using a system
generated symmetric key. Further this key is subjected to asymmetric encryption using buyers or the
procurement officer openers public keys. Overall, the uploaded tender documents become readable only after
the tender opening by the authorized bid openers.

24. The confidentiality of the bids is maintained since the secured Socket Layer 128 bit encryption
technology is used. Data storage encryption of sensitive fields is done.

25. The bidder should logout of the tendering system using the normal logout option available at the
top right hand corner and not by selecting the (X) exit option in the browser.

26. For any queries regarding e-tendering process, the bidders are requested to contact
TIA as provided in the tender document. The bidders for any further queries can also
to contact over phone: 1-800-233-7315 or send a mail over to – cppp-nic@nic.in .

27. All the pages of Technical Bid and unfilled commercial should have been duly signed by the
bidder/auth rep and hard copy will be submitted in the office of TIA.

28. The undertaking to the effect that the terms and conditions stipulated in the tender docu are acceptable
by the auth signatory of the bidders Regd firm will have to be submitted. The subject undertaking on a forwarding
letter shall be uploaded on CPP portal during bidding by the bidders.

29. All items in BOQ are to be quoted by every bidder. In case a bidder whishes to not quote for any
particular item, he/she should leave the basic price of an item blank and press “Validate” button. The BoQ will
give error message saying that rate is not filled in that serial no. The bidder should ignore the warning message,
save the BoQ and upload the same as “Commercial Bid”.

Note :- (Rate to be quoted online by bidder in BOQ Excel Sheet only).

.
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